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Sir lets do this one step at a time.
I am "NOT" out to protect my inventions as many researchers are on the web.
There is a Troy Reed an hours drive away. He first cam to our electronics and high
voltage meetings and then no one could get to see him. I asked many times and "HIS
PEOPLE" would not even allow me to talk with him. My friend did see his work place
once that was it...
I am not like Mr. Reed. I want my research published!
I want "YOU" to benefit from it. Naturally I would like some credit for these devices, if
what I have been saying to people for over 30 years turns out to be true.
There is a lot of fraud on the internet! These people are after "MONEY"!!!!
I have written letters to Eric Kriegs "SKEPTIC" sight for years. He documents free
energy fraud on the internet.
When I attended Southwestern University at Georgetown (near Austin) I had a ministry
friend whose father invested money in the water pump "JEREMIAH 33:3". Over
$800,000 dollars was raised for an Alan Burke. The pump was found to have a
"SECRET ELECTRICAL SOURCE".
If you understand me on this. There is a lot of fraud on the internet. It is a cess pool.
Eric is one of the watch dogs. I am very pleased he has researched these frauds and
protected people from being deceived.
I personally am only interested in exploring wind power.
I studied Nuclear Engineering at T A&M in the early 80's.I also went to University of
Houston, Rice, Lamar University, Houston Community College, Houston Baptist
University to name a few.
So I love Texas. We have a ranch close to Houston. At one time we ran an oil business
out of Houston.
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Let me state, I began to fear Nuclear Power. There was just too much being swept
under the rug!
Millions of Curies of highly radioactive waste was being released into the environment.
This was in part from weapons development. They had used a "BLANKET" Defense
secret policy to escape "ANY" prosecution for contaminating Americans all over the
country.
Thousands have died from cancer as a result of all this weapons development. There
are also thousands of pounds of high level radioactive waste being stockpiled in this
country from Nuclear power stations.
I am a patriotic American. My father flew in B-24 bombers in the pacific (hence his love
of ultralights).
I do not "BLAME" the government for weapons development. I just feel that Nuclear
power is "UN-SAFE".
WE WILL BE STORING DANGEROUS NUCLEAR WASTE FOR ANOTHER 30,000
YEARS!
That is a terrible legacy to leave our future generations.
We are obtaining only a "FEW YEARS" of power from these radioactive materials and
then storing them for Thousands of years!
That is too high a price to pay!
Yes Nuclear Fusion will eventually solve the Nuclear Power production problem. It will
still Neutron activate reactor vessels that will have to be buried.
Coal plants are destroying our atmosphere, Acid rain, radioactive particles, you name it.
Coal burning is a dirty business.
So what about solar energy and wind?
We need to do better. I was able to ask Ralph Nader when I was at HBU about solar
cells. He stated they would be cheaper by 1995. I even got to speak with Dr.Carl Sagan
at T A&M about radio telescopes.
Things are looking up for the human race.
That brings us to "MY" research into an advanced form of wind power. I have only one
purpose in this. I want to assist in a better future for our children.
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The wind power designs I have worked on are worth Billions of dollars.
One day a vast energy development program will come from them.
I believe the information is all ready in the hands of several governments.
I have "NO" idea if there is a conspiracy to keep these machines under wraps.
Look, I design new machines every day.
It’s just what I do. I have had a natural talent for wind energy since I grew up in the 60's.
I have designed thousands of machines. In all of these machines it was this "LAST"
class of wind energy generators that focused my attention.
These wind energy generators use "CONFINED PRESSURE CHAMBERS".
All other wind power devices use the "EXTERNAL FLOW" of the wind generator to force
a blade or bucket to spin.
Sir, let me be frank about this.
It is "FOOLISH" and against all of the laws of thermodynamics to "RUN" an exhaust
turbine off of its own "INPUT COMPRESSOR".
That is a "MOTOR" turning a "GENERATOR" that then powers the motor!!!
Pure physical nonsense!
There is friction and heat loss. This energy loss known as entropy can not be recovered
from the environment.
So we "CAN NOT" build a Repulsine that uses it compressor to run its own exhaust
turbine.
This is where we have to be very careful.
You simply will not have all of the energy in the compressor delivered to the exhaust
turbine.
There is only one way around this.
WE MUST BRING IN THERMAL ENERGY FROM THE ENVIROMENT!
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This heat is "NO DIFFERENT" from combusting fuel inside a gas turbine.
We are "NOT" doing anything new. We are just doing it better.
We are building a wind generator that uses the "EXTERNAL HEAT" found in all wind
when it is compressed against a large metal plate.
In order to transfer this heat, the inside of our wind generator "MUST" be colder then
the external wind flow.
It will take several letters and hundreds of diagrams to explain this.
It is a new field of wind energy research as revolutionary as the first airplane!
I will send you another letter explaining this in great detail. THANK YOU

END

